Non-root-access-to-Tiki-Manager-in-Virtualmin

Solved: https://gitlab.com/wikisuite/virtualmin-tikimanager/-/commit/c56e0dffe5400fbf4ededef6ecf533a9dd7fd0

Steps to reproduce

1.1. Install WikiSuite
As per How to install WikiSuite
WikiSuite is pretty standard Virtualmin adding this: https://gitlab.com/wikisuite/virtualmin-tikimanager

1.2. Create a Virtualmin virtual server
As usual and pick "Tiki Manager"

1.3. The Tiki Manager menu is missing to non-root

Attempts to solve

- https://forum.virtualmin.com/t/make-my-plugin-showing-in-the-user-menu/113782/2
- https://github.com/virtualmin/virtualmin-nginx/issues/24 offers two tips:
  - "clear cache using right side slider"
  - "re-running config check using Virtualmin / System Settings → Re-Check Configuration link."